UF-SS-I-400SS
Stainless Steel U Frame Pallet Scale

Waterproof weighing scale: IP68 U frame and indicator
304 food grade stainless steel construction
Portable with handles and wheels
Choice of capacities available
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Marsden UF-SS-I-400SS: Weigh palletised goods
easily and accurately, whatever the conditions
For challenging environments, you need a tough scale. If the scale is likely
to get wet, or need hosing down, you want to know it’s going to be up to
the job. If it’s expected to handle daily use, it needs to be built to last.
The UF-SS-I-400SS is IP68 certified, with fully protected loadcells in its
portable, stainless steel U frame. This scale will handle hosing down, day
after day, and still provide accurate weight readings.

IP68 waterproof - as hardy as they
come
The UF-SS-I-400SS consists of an IP68 waterproof
indicator and IP68 waterproof portable U frame.
The 304 food grade stainless steel construction of both
indicator and U frame makes them easy to wash down.
The indicator, with its 50mm high LCD weight display is
easy to use and comes with a wall bracket for mounting or
positioning prior to use.
IP68 certification is the highest waterproof rating
available from Marsden; in fact, few weighing scales
carry such a high IP rating.

Perfectly designed for weighing pallets,
dolavs and roll cages
Marsden U frames are designed specifically for easy
pallet weighing.
Additionally, these lightweight, portable scales are fitted
with a handle and wheels so that the scale can be
taken to the load, rather than the other way around. The
scale is powered by rechargeable battery providing
50 hours of power between charges - perfect if you’re
weighing regularly. The UF-SS-I-400SS can then be
easily stored away when not in use.
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Easy to use when you need an
accurate weight reading
Functions of the I-400SS indicator are laid out clearly for
simplicity and faster weighing processes.
Use Tare to remove unwanted weight from the reading,
such as a box, tray or scoop. Press Gross and you’ll see
the total weight on the scale, including the tared weight.
The large display shows readings clearly.

Key features
IP68 waterproof stainless steel indicator
IP68 304 food grade stainless steel U frame
Handle and wheels for portability
Bright, clear 50mm LCD display
Rechargeable battery - 50 hours between charges
Adjustable levelling feet
Tare/Gross

A choice of capacities and
graduations
To fit your needs perfectly, the UF-SS-I-400SS is available
with a choice of capacities and graduations.
Plus, to keep your scale accurate and reliable for longer,
Marsden service contracts are available.
Recalibration can be carried out, and a Calibration
Certificate supplied. Calibration Certificates may be
checked during Health & Safety checks.

Specification
Capacities: 600kg, 1500kg, 2000kg
Graduations: 0.2kg, 0.5kg
Dimensions: 1270mm x 840mm x 90mm
Power: Mains/rechargeable battery
Battery life: 50 hours
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UF-SS-I-400SS: Key features at-a-glance
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